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Driverless transport systems for in-

tralogistics in online retail 

Efficient picking and returns processing 

One of the characteristics of e-commerce is the high volume of returns. The more goods 

are ordered over the Internet, the more returns will need to be processed. Time- and cost-

effective returns management is therefore required: an online retailer’s profitability will 

stand or fall on this. The returned goods need to return to the warehouse as quickly as 

possible so that they are available to the next person who places an order. The driverless 

LEO Locative container transporter saves travel time and makes processing returns sim-

pler. 

This driverless transport system can cut travel times down, saving time and money even 

with the multi-level picking processes used in e-commerce warehouses and when travers-

ing multi-tier installations. 

 

 

LEO Locative is the ideal addi-

tion to e-commerce intralogis-

tics systems to cut down on 

travel time in multi-level systems, 

or to integrate returns manage-

ment. 

http://www.bito.com/
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The lasting and always-rising trend in favour of online shopping, and the consequent high 

volume of orders for online retailers, mean that e-commerce businesses also need to man-

age significant numbers of returns. Goods ordered online cannot be properly examined or 

tried on before purchase – which is why return rates are particularly high for online retail-

ers. In the fashion/accessories sector in particular, but also in the fields of automobiles, 

consumer electronics and media, e-commerce businesses face the significant challenge of 

getting a grip on the constant exponential rise in the number of returns processed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In other words, returns need to be received and sorted as quickly and efficiently as possi-

ble. Defective goods need to be separated out and either sent for repairs or disposed of. 

Other goods to be exchanged should be checked and then repacked and relabelled before 

being returned to the warehouse. In the field of e-fashion, for example, clothes often need 

to be ironed and/or hung up before they can be placed back in stock. The goal in every 

case must be to sort goods returned by the customer back into the warehouse as quickly 

as possible so that they can in turn be placed back on sale as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

As a rule, around 70% of the costs to the re-

turns department are due to processing re-

turned goods and returning them to the stock-

room. 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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Save travel time and create an effec-

tive returns management system 
 

Using the driverless transport system flexibly 

 
In order to remain competitive, a sophisticated returns management system is essential, 

as is a low-cost, simple yet effective and above all efficient returns processing pathway, 

allowing returned goods to be placed back on sale as quickly as possible. An online re-

tailer’s profitability will stand or fall on the success of such a system. The driverless LEO 

Locative container transporter from BITO makes a smart addition to e-commerce ware-

houses in particular. It helps to cut down travel times for returns and other tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The transporter links workstations and handles transport 

from the returns department or processing point to other 

stations for repairs, disposal, ironing, packing or return-

ing the item to the warehouse. Each destination can be 

flexibly programmed in as needed and integrated into the 

transporter’s journey. 

 

 

 
 

This driverless transport system lets e-com-

merce businesses design the simplest, fast-

est and most efficient returns processes 

possible, saving money in this costly depart-

ment. 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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Create a flexible internal returns system 
 

 

 

 The container transporter picks up goods from the returns department and distrib-

utes them to collection stations for further processing or disposal. 

 

 

 Goods are securely transported in containers, on trays or in shipping packages. 

 

 

 LEO Locative brings empty containers or trays back to the returns department. 

 

 

 The transporter can travel to each returns station or department, and the routing 

can be changed if necessary. 

http://www.bito.com/
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Transport aids for multi-level picking 
 

Multi-level picking is often a good choice for e-commerce busi-

nesses. 

 
Compared with single-level or single-item picking, multi-level picking combines multiple or-

ders into one “pick”, with items only later being packed as individual orders. Items are 

picked off the shelf individually. The use of a downstream sorting process or consolida-

tion station enables picking to be freed to a very large extent from order-specific con-

straints. Multi-level picking is therefore seeing increasing use in the e-commerce sector, 

given the wide range of products sold here. 

LEO Locative also provides excellent assistance in this context: this container trans-

porter can drive to each picking station where it is loaded up by the picker, after which it 

carries the containers of orders to collection or packing stations before transferring them to 

the shipping department. 

 

 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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Transporting containers within multi-

tier installations 
 
E-commerce businesses often use multi-tier installations for storage and picking. One use 

case for LEO Locative is on each floor of a multi-tier installation. The system is particularly 

well suited for areas such as loading zones which are not visited as often as some others, 

such as C-item storage areas, dangerous goods storage areas or bonded ware-

houses. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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Easy to set up in-house – no Wi-Fi or 

IT required 
 
Whether used in returns, for multi-level picking or on individual floors of a multi-tier e-com-

merce installation, the same is always true: LEO Locative is easy to set up and run in-

house, with no Wi-Fi or IT required, meaning that procurement costs are also low. The us-

ers themselves are always in charge of specifying routes and stopping points for this con-

tainer transporter. The user simply lays down an adhesive coloured line on the facility floor 

to mark the route for LEO to follow. Stations where the transporter needs to stop, including 

the tasks this driverless system needs to perform at each location, are likewise specified 

using markers applied directly to the floor. These markers function as LEO’s “brain” and 

contain the information the system needs to perform each task (such as stopping, handing 

over containers, receiving containers or proceeding onwards). 

LEO Locative: Now also with decentralised routing 

 
Since it was first introduced to the market, the driverless LEO Locative transport system 

has proven itself as a container and carton transporter in practical use by numerous cus-

tomers. Users across a wide range of industries are convinced by its ease of operation 

and its low cost. BITO is presenting a new innovation at LogiMAT 2018: a prototype for 

LEO Locative featuring decentralised routing. 

Dennis Ramers, product manager for LEO Locative, said: “Decentralised routing expands 

and complements our existing LEO Locative system. Until now, LEO has been able to fol-

low fixed routes in a fixed order. This has made it the simplest ‘point-to-point transport sys-

tem’ on the market – and it will continue to hold this title. But now, decentralised routing 

lets the user send the transport vehicle to different destinations using a simple interface on 

a tablet. This will open up many new applications for LEO Locative while preserving its key 

properties: simplicity, no need for Wi-Fi, centralised control and – as a result – low invest-

ment costs which pay off very quickly.” 

 
 

http://www.bito.com/
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Distributing goods: From goods-in or 

storage to multiple stations 
 
Decentralised routing offers significant benefits for returns processing in e-commerce. Re-

turns are conventionally sorted into different categories at sorting stations, for example 

‘Store’, ‘Iron’, ‘Wash’, and so on. 

 

The LEO Locative system can 

now bring sorted items from 

sorting stations to the relevant 

departments. For returning 

items to the warehouse, for ex-

ample, this driverless container 

transporter can drive right up 

to the end of each aisle. Em-

ployees can then simply return 

goods to the rack ‘in passing’.  

 

As with the original, the decen-

tralised variant of LEO does not require any Wi-Fi or IT infrastructure. This makes it a 

standalone solution just like its centralised counterpart, allowing users to implement it in-

house just as before. 

All previously delivered LEO Locatives can be fitted with decentralised routing systems if 

desired.  

 

 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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See LEO Locative operating at full 

power 
 

 
 

Visit our BITO YouTube channel for exciting videos and explanatory animations: 

https://www.youtube.com/user/bitomeisenheim 

For more information and details of the complete system, as well as use cases and refer-

ences, visit the LEO Locative website: http://www.leo-locative.com/en-gb/discover-leo/ 

 

 

www.leo-locative.com 

http://www.bito.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/bitomeisenheim
http://www.leo-locative.com/en-gb/discover-leo/
https://www.youtube.com/user/bitomeisenheim
http://www.leo-locative.com/de-de
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Ever since BITO was founded in 1845, our company headquarters including re-

search & development as well as our production facilities have been located in 

our region. 

 
About us: 
A global player, proud of its 
region 
 

 

BITO-Lagertechnik Bittmann 

GmbH stands for innovative 

storage technology. As one of 

the few full line providers in this 

field, BITO supplies shelving & 

racking, bins & containers, or-

der picking and in-house 

transport solutions for all indus-

tries. Our customer-oriented 

and innovative product range 

as well as our competence as 

full service provider made us 

one of Europe's leading intralo-

gistics providers with currently 

more than 70,000 custom-

ers.Storage systems and mate-

rial handling equipment made 

in Germany: We are a long es-

tablished, medium sized family 

business, locally rooted, yet 

acting on a global scale. 

 

http://www.bito.com/
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 FINDING THE RIGHT STORAGE SYSTEM FOR 

ANY INDUSTRY, ANY PRODUCT AND ANY BUSI-

NESS 

We have gathered a selection of particularly interesting 

projects to demonstrate our  

ability to provide the ideal storage solution for the widely 

varying needs of different industries. 

https://www.bito.com/en-ae/about-us/company-history/ 
 

 
 CLICK HERE FOR A LIST OF OUR LOCATIONS IN EUROPE: 

 

https://www.bito.com/en-ae/about-us/our-global-network/ 
 

 
 

 FIND YOUR LOCAL BITO REPRESENTATIVE: 
 

Do you need more information on our products and ser-

vices or are you interested in a customised offer? We 

are pleased to provide personal advice. Simply fill in 

your details below and we will contact you immediately. 

 

https://www.bito.com/en-ae/contact/contact-us/ 
 
 

 BITO ONLINE-SHOP: 
 

Choose from more than 5.000 quality products in our Web-

shop 

 

https://shop.bito.com/en-ae/ 
 

https://www.bito.com/en-ae/about-us/company-history/
https://www.bito.com/en-ae/about-us/our-global-network/
https://shop.bito.com/en-ae/

